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Abstract-This paper considers the problem of locating two emergency stations in a 
small township so as to minimize the total response time to all emergencies. This prob- 
lem was solved by a computer program which determines the response time for all 
possible solutions and finds the optimal one. The problem was first approached by 
assuming that emergencies occur only at the center of blocks and that stations are 
located only on street corners. The problem was then generalized to allow the emer- 
gencies and stations to be located anywhere along the streets. The paper concludes that 
the optimal solution for the general case is the same as that for the simpler case. 
For the particular case of the township of Rio Rancho, the optimal locations for the 
two stations were found to be at coordinates (3, 2) and (3, 6). For Rio Ranch0 the 
problem was complicated by the presence of obstacles; however, in this township they 
did not affect the optimal solution. Test cases confirmed the program’s validity. 
RESTATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Locate two emergency stations in the township of Rio Ranch0 so as to minimize the time 
required to respond to all emergencies in one year. Begin by assuming the demand is 
concentrated at the center of each block and that the stations will be located on corners 
(case 1). Then extend the process to account for the situation where demand is uniformly 
distributed on the streets bordering each block and where the stations may be located 
anywhere on the streets (case 2). 
GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 
1. An emergency vehicle is called only from one of the two stations (it never goes from 
one emergency directly to another emergency). 
2. Each block is rectangular. 
3. The city is rectangular. 
4. The only constraints on the locations of the two stations are response time and the 
presence of a street. 
5. Emergency vehicles must drive along existing streets. 
6. Emergency vehicles always choose the shortest route. 
ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM AND DESIGN OF THE MODEL 
Case 1 
Because of the discrete nature of the problem and the size of the city, a computer 
solution was chosen as most appropriate. 
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Since the total response time is to be minimized, each emergency must be serviced by 
the nearest station. Then the response time for any emergency can be determined. The 
presence of obstacles was not incorporated into the program, but vvill be considered later. 
By multiplying the response time by the demand for that emergency site. then summing 
over all emergency sites, a total response time is obtained. Then by performing this cal- 
culation for all possible locations of the two stations and comparing the results. the optimal 
locations are discovered. 
A coordinate system was introduced where the origin (0, 0) is at the northwest comer 
of the city and one unit represents one block. The y coordinates increase to the south 
and the I coordinates increase to the east: thus the coordinates of every point in the city 
are nonnegative (see Fig. 1). The emergency stations, on street corners, always have 
integer coordinates; the emergency sites, at the centers of blocks, have coordinates of 
the form (n + 0.5, m + 0.5), where n and m are integers. 
The response time of a station to an emergency is given by the equation 
dist: = EWspeed * deltaX + NSspeed * deltaY, 
where EWspeed is the average number of seconds required by an emergency vehicle to 
travel one block in the east-west direction; NSspeed is similarly the average number of 
seconds per block required in the north-south direction: deltaX and deltaY are (for case 
1) the absolute differences between the x and y coordinates. respectively, of the station 
and the emergency. 
This response time is computed for both stations, and the lesser of the two values is 
used as the response time for that block. The response time is then multiplied by the 
demand (the number of emergencies) in that block, as specified in the data file. The total 
response time (for particular locations of the stations) is the sum of these values over all 
blocks. 
The objective is to minimize the total response time. Toward this end, the above cal- 
culations are carried out for every possible pair of locations for the two stations. as follows. 
One station is placed successively at each street corner, and for each of these placements, 
the other station is placed in turn at each of the remaining street corners at which the 
first station has not yet been placed. Thus each of the possible pairs of locations is con- 
sidered exactly once. 
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Fig. I. Rio Rancho. The optimal locations for the two stations are at coordinates (3.0. 2.0) ar.2 (3.0. 6.0). 
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The program keeps track of the minimum total response time and the station locations 
at which it was found. At the end of the program, each pair of station locations which 
achieved the optimal response time is displayed. 
For the data given for the township of Rio Rancho, the optimal solution locates the 
stations at coordinates (3, 2) and (3, 6), circled on the chart (see Fig. 1). The fact that the 
existence of obstacles was ignored in the derivation of this solution must now be examined. 
The addition of obstacles can at most increase the total response time for a given pair of 
locations since more distance must be traveled when the vehicle goes around the obstacle. 
Since the stations are not located on streets which are blocked by either the L-shaped 
obstacle or the pond, no extra time need be expended avoiding the obstructions. hence 
they have no effect on the optimal solution. 
Case 2 
Case 2 was approached as a generalization of case 1. The same basic algorithm was 
used. To approximate a uniformly distributed demand around each block, the program 
divides the streets bordering each block into some finite number (specified by the program 
variable “scale”) of intervals; the endpoints of these intervals are considered both as 
possible emergency sites and possible station locations. 
This generalization necessitated two changes to the algorithm which computes the 
response time of a station to emergencies within one block. First, this response time is 
now the average response time to each of the possible emergency sites around the edges 
of the block. rather than simply the response time to the center of the block. Second. 
because the stations no longer must be located at street corners, the emergency vehicles 
may have to proceed perpendicular to the desired direction until reaching a street corner. 
These computations are performed by the functions “time” and “dist” in the program. 
Function dist normally returns the response time computed as explained above for case 
1 (except that neither the emergency nor the station need be at integer coordinates). 
However, if the station and the emergency are in the same row or column of blocks, while 
not on the same street, then the emergency vehicle must detour to the nearest street going 
in the desired direction. This is handled by the “if’ statements in function nisr, which 
compute the extra time required to detour to the nearest street on each side and use the 
minimum of the two. 
Function tinze calls function dist for each of the emergency sites bordering the specified 
block and averages the results. Thus when “scale” = 1 the response time to a block is 
the average of the response times to each of its four comers: however, since scale = 1 
also forces both stations to be on street corners. this average response time is always 
equal to the response time to the center of the block. Thus scale = I is precisely case 
The program was executed with scale set to 1, 2, and 5, and identical results were 
obtained each time. As scale approaches infinity, the distribution of demand becomes 
uniform. However, since the same optimal locations were found for several values of 
scale, including scnle = 1, it is a reasonable conclusion that the optimal locations for the 
uniform case are the same as those for case 1. 
It is interesting to note that for an optimal solution, the stations can apparently be 
located only on corners. This is logical, since a corner provides immediate access to all 
four directions, whereas a station not on a corner has immediate access to only two 
directions, and thus the travel time in the other two directions is unnecessarily large 
because the vehicle must first go to a corner before turning. 
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TESTING THE MODEL 
By devising examples where the optimal solution is known, the model can be tested 
for validity. In example 1 (see Fig. 1), the optimal solution is clearly obtained by placing 
the stations at coordinates (2, 2) and (3, 8). As expected, the program yields this conclu- 
sion. In example 2 (see Fig. 3), the program locates one station at the coordinate (I, 9) 
and the other station at either (3, 3) or (4, 3), which is further support for the hypothesis 
that optimal solutions occur only at corners. 
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 
For the case of Rio Rancho, the model presented works very well. If certain other 
obstacles were introduced, it is possible that the solution returned by the program would 
not be accurate. However, adding the necessary time required to circumnavigate a new 
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Fig. 2. Example 1. The optimal locations for the two stations are at coordinates (2.0, 2.0) and (2.0, 8.0). 
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Fig. 3. Example 2. The optimal locations for the two stations are at coordinates (3.0, 3.0) and (1.0, 9.0) and at 
coordinates (4.0, 3.0) and (1.0, 9.0). 
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obstacle to the total response time for the supposed optimal station location would generate 
the true total response time. This value can then be compared to that for the second best 
location. The smaller of these indicates the new candidate solution: if it too is blocked 
by an obstacle the process may be repeated, and after a certain number of iterations the 
true optimal solution can be obtained. 
One strength of the model is its flexibility. The program allows for cities of different 
dimensions (up to a total of 100 blocks), as illustrated in Fig. 3. The dimensions of the 
city and the demand data are read from an external file, making evaluation of various 
data convenient. The program is also easily modified to use different values for the time 
required to traverse a block (in each of the two perpendicular directions). The program 
will also find up to ten different optimal solutions; this could be useful if other factors 
favor one location over another even though both have equal response times. 
Program listing 
APPENDIX 
program MCN( input, datafile, output 1; 
[ ;c;z;m for 1986 Mathematical Competition in Modeling, problem B ) 
u , February 9, 1986 ) 
const 
EWspeed - 20; ( seconds per block in the East/West direction ) 
NSspeed = 15; ( seconds per block in the North/South direction 1 
type 
solution - record 
btime 
bsxl, 
bsx2. 
end ; 
var 
datafile : text; . _ 
( total response time for this solution ) 
bsyl, ( coordinates of the stations ] 
bsy2 : real ( for this solution ) 
{ contains the data for the map of the city ) 
demand : array[ 0.. 99 I of integer; ( demand number for each block 1 
( There are assumed to be no more than 100 blocks in the city 1 
scale, ( the number of intervals to divide each unit into ) 
xblocks, yblocks, ( the number of blocks in the city in each direction ) 
xres, yres, [ the number of possible station sites in each direction 1 
maxS : integer; [ the largest possible station site number ) 
51, s2, ( the two station site numbers } 
e : integer: ( the emergency block number ] 
sxl, syl, sx2, sy2 : real; ( the coordinates of the two stations ) 
thistime, [ the response time for a particular block } 
totaltime : real; ( the total response time for a given pair of starions 1 
best : arrayi 1.. 10 1 of solution; [ the best (optimal) solution(s) ) 
( There are assumed to be no more than 10 optimal solutions ) 
numbest, i : integer; ( the number of optimal solutions 1 
procedure readdata; 
[ This procedure reads the data file which contains the demand 
distribution. The first line of the file contains the shape 
of the city, that is, the number of blocks in the east-west 
direction followed by the number of blocks in the north-south 
direction; the rest of the file contains the demand number 
for each block, in order from the north-west corner, proceeding 
across each east-west row in turn, ending with the south-east 
corner. ) 
var 
e : integer; ( block number } 
begin 
write( ‘Reading data file MCM.DATA . . . ’ ); 
reset( datafile, ‘MCM.DATA’ 1; 
readln( datafile, xblocks, yblocks ); [ read shape of city 1 
for e :- 0 to ( ( xblocks * yblocks ) - 1 ) do 
begin 
if eoln( datafile 1 then 
readln( datafile ); [ skip over end-of-line 1 
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read( datafile, demand[ e 1 1 
end; ( for e 1 
( read a demand number ] 
writeln( ‘done.’ ) 
end ; [ procedure readdata ) 
[____--___________________________--____----_----____---_______--_____~ 
procedure printchart; [ displays the chart, or map, of the city ] 
var 
begin 
writeln; 
writeln( ‘The map of the city:’ 1; 
writeln; 
write( ’ 0’ ); 
for x :- 1 to xblocks do 
write( x:4 1; 
wri teln; 
[ display x coordinates across the top 1 
wcite( ’ 0 +’ ); 
for x :- 1 to xblocks do 
write( ‘__-+* ); [ display top border ) 
writeln; 
for y :- 0 to ( yblocks - 1 ) do 
begin 
write( ’ I’ ); 
for x :- 0 to ( xblocks - 1 1 do [ display demand numbers ) 
write( demand[ ( y * xblocks ) + x 1:2, ’ 1’ ); 
writeln; 
write( (y+l):S, ’ +’ ); 
for x :- 1 to xblocks do 
write( ‘---+’ ); 
writeln 
( display dividing line ] 
end; ( for Y 1 
writeln 
end; ( procedure printchart 1 
[_________-_________-__---_____-----_______-_______--_________________~ 
function min( a, b : real ) : real; ( Returns the minimum of a and b ) 
begin 
if a < b then 
min :- a 
else 
min :- b 
end; [ function min ] 
(--__________-__--------__________________-----____-_-----_-_---------, 
function time( e : integer; sx, sy : real ) : real; 
( Returns the average time it takes to respond to emergencies 
in block number ‘e’ from the station at (sx,sy). ) 
var 
ulx, uly : integer; ( coordinates of upper-left corner of block 'e' ) 
et : integer; ( counts off ‘scale’ locations along each edge ) 
sum : real; ( sum of response times to each location, foe averaging ] 
(____-_---_____--______---------_I 
function dist( sx, sy, ex, ey : real ) : real; 
[ Returns the time it takes to go from the point (sx,sy) to 
the point (ex,ey) while following the streets, which are at 
integer coordinates. ) 
var 
deltaX, deltaY : real; 
begin 
de1 tax :- abs( sx - ex ); 
deltaY := abs( sy - ey I; 
[ handle the detour, if necessary to go half-way around a block, ) 
( going to whichever side street gives a shorter time: ) 
if ( deltaY > 0 ) and ( trunc(sx) = trunc(ex) ) then 
deltax := min( sx - trunc( sx 1 + ex - trunc( ex 1, 
trunc( sx ) + 1 - sx + trunc( ex ) + 1 - ex ); 
if ( deltaX > 0 ) and ( trunc(sy) = trunc(ey) ) then 
deltaY := min( sy - trunc( sy ) + ey - trunc( ey 1. 
trunc( SY ) + 1 - SY + trunc( ev ) + 1 - ey ): 
dist := EWspeed * deitax ; NSspeed l -deltaY _ 
end ; ( function dist ) 
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begin ( function time 1 
ulx := e mod xblocks; [ compute coordinates of the 
“lY := e div xblocks; [ ftom the block number ) 
sum := 0; 
for et := 0 to scale do 
-__--- I 
block ) 
begin [ sum over the top and bottom edges ) 
sum := sum + dist( sx, sy, ulx + ( et / scale 1, uly ); 
sum := sum + dist( sx, sy, ulx + ( et / scale ), uly + 1 ) 
end; ( for et 1 
for e: := 1 to ( scale - 1 ) do 
begin [ then sum over the left and right edges ] 
sum := sum + dist( sx, sy, ulx, uly + ( et / scale ) ); 
sum := sum + dist( sx, sy, ulx + 1, uly + ( et / scale ) ) 
end ; ( for et ) 
time := sum / ( 4 * scale ) ( return the avecage time 1 
end; ( function time ) 
(__________________-____-__-__________-___-_-____-___________-_--_----) 
begin ( main program ) 
wci teln; 
writeln( ‘1986 KCK, problem 8’ ); 
writeln; 
write( ‘Enter the scale: ’ ); 
readln( scale 1; 
writeln; 
readdata; 
printchart; 
xres := ( scale l xblocks 1 + 1; ( calculate the scaled size ] 
yres := ( scale l yblocks 1 + 1; [ of the city ) 
maxS := ( xres l yres ) - 1; ( and the number of station sites ) 
best[l].btime := lE+30; ( very large number, representing infinity 1 
for sl := 0 to maxS do 
begin 
sxl := ( sl mod xres ) / scale; ( find coordinates of ) 
syl := ( sl div xres 1 / scale; 1. station 1 ] 
if ( sxl = trunc(.sxl) ) or ( syl - trunc(sy1) ) then 
be?;; ,; if station 1 is on a street then do station 2 1 
:= ( sl + 1 ) to maxS do 
begin 
sx2 := ( s2 mod xres ) / scale; [ find coordinates ) 
sy2 := ( s2 div xres ) / scale; ( of station 2 ) 
if ( sx2 = trunc(sx2) ) or ( sy2 = trunc(sy2) ) then 
begin ( if station 2 is on a street also, find time ) 
totaltime := 0; 
for e := 0 to ( ( xblocks l yblocks ) - 1 ) do 
begin ( sum up response time over all blocks 1 
thistime := min( time( e, sxl, syl ), 
time( e, ~5x2, sy2 ) ): 
( “se the nearer station ) 
totaltime := totaltime + demand[ e 1 l thistime 
( and multiply response time by demand 1 
end; [ for e ) 
if totaltime < best[l).btime then 
begin [ we have a new best time so far 1 
numbest := 1; [ so there’s only one best so far ) 
with best[l] do 
begin ( record the best solution so far ) 
btime := totaltime; 
bsxl := sxl; 
bsyl :- syl; 
bsx2 := 5x2; 
bsy2 := sy2 
end [ with bestill ) 
end [ if totaltime < best[ll.btime ] 
else if totaltime = best[l].btime then 
begin ( we have another best so far solution ) 
numbest := numbest + 1; ( count it ) 
with best[numbestl do 
begin ( and record the alternate solution ) 
btime :- totaltime; 
bsxl := sxl; 
bsyl := syl; 
bsx2 := sx2; 
bsy2 := sy2 
end ( with best[numbestl ) 
end ( else if totaltime = best[ll.btime } 
end ( if (52 is valid) ] 
end ( for s2 ) 
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end ( if (sl is valid) 1 
end; ( for sl 1 
writeln; 
writeln( ‘The optimal locations for the txo stations are’ 
for i := 1 to numbest do 
with best[i] do 
begin ( display each optimal solution 1 
write( ‘at coordinates ( ’ 1; 
write( bsxl:l:l, I, ‘, bsyl:l:l, ’ 1 and ( ’ ); 
writeln( bsx2:l:l. ‘, ‘, bsy2:l:l. ’ t’ ) 
end; 
writeln 
end. 
